Water-wetting surfaces as hydrate promoters during transport of carbon dioxide with impurities.
Water condensing as liquid drops within the fluid bulk has traditionally been the only scenario accepted in the industrial analysis of hydrate risks. We have applied a combination of absolute thermodynamics and molecular dynamics modeling to analyze the five primary routes of hydrate formation in a rusty pipeline carrying dense carbon dioxide with methane, hydrogen sulfide, argon, and nitrogen as additional impurities. We have revised the risk analysis of all possible routes in accordance with the combination of the first and the second laws of thermodynamics to determine the highest permissible content of water. It was found that at concentrations lower than five percent, hydrogen sulfide will only support the formation of carbon dioxide-dominated hydrate from adsorbed water and hydrate formers from carbon dioxide phase rather than formation in the aqueous phase. Our results indicate that hydrogen sulfide leaving carbon dioxide for the aqueous phase will be able to create an additional hydrate phase in the aqueous region adjacent to the first adsorbed water layer. The growth of hydrate from different phases will decrease the induction time by substantially reducing the kinetically limiting mass transport across the hydrate films. Hydrate formation via adsorption of water on rusty walls will play the decisive role in hydrate formation risk, with the initial concentration of hydrogen sulfide being the critical factor. We concluded that the safest way to eliminate hydrate risks is to ensure that the water content of carbon dioxide is low enough to prevent water dropout via the adsorption mechanism.